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I passed beside the mission house 
Where that mad old buzzard, the reverend, 

Shrieked and flapped about life after your dead 
Well, I thought about my friend, Michel 

How they rolled him in linoleum 
And shot him in the neck 

-- Papa Won't Leave You Henry, Nick Cave & the Bad Seeds 



1: Unreliable Fucking Narrators 

The mutants came in over the rocks with the water at their backs looking like something no one 
had ever seen before. 

To have seen them that day you would’ve had to been far out in the middle of nowhere off 
something called the Road to Hana which was a winding, bendy stretch of road that seemed to go 
on forever but was in actuality something like forty miles. The reason it took as long as it did to 
get to the place that was presumably called Hana (although loads of people never made it all the 
way and so never found out if it actually was the terminal point) was because the two lanes 
merged to one at very frequent and inconvenient intervals. But it was a nice enough road once 
you were cruising at twenty or so miles per hour. And there were things to see, like trees and 
ocean and rocks and great big cliffs and such. 

There were three of them and they were dressed in sharp tailored suits cut from Japanese linen 
with custom white shirts and matching bolo ties. The names for these individuals were Glen, 
Jamal, and Shark. A triumvirate consisting of individuals of equal power and responsibility they 
were not. You see, Shark was most certainly the leader of this crew. 

If you saw him standing with the other two, Glen and Jamal, you wouldn’t have picked him out 
for leader. He was the smallest, the skinniest, and the most weasel-esque of the three. He had 
looked like a mutant long before he ever became a mutant, which meant that he looked even 
more rotten now than most reasonable people could imagine. He had a sharp nose that came 
down from a point above his eyebrows with beady black eyes set far back into his skull. Crooked 
teeth and a triangle of whiskers below his bottom lip. There was also a tiny swastika tattooed over 
his left eyelid. But goddamn if he wasn’t the craziest sumbitch Glen and Jamal ever met. That’s 
why they were okay with their altitude on the totem pole. Shark was definitely the head mutant. 
Or the Mutant in Chief, as it were. 

Their skin had gone partially translucent and underneath were an assortment of blue and black 
splotches that swum about in random directions like fish gone mad. Their suits, once precisely cut 
and pressed, now hung to them in places. Almost like the mutants had been partially vacuum-
sealed inside them. The suits were also torn and stained with a variety of ambiguous fluids, mostly 
of the orange-brown variety. Those stains in particular could’ve been either vomit or blood.  

So they’re coming over the rocks, right? And the sun is shining on their gooey skin and their bolo 
ties are flapping from the strong wind hitting them sideways and their mouths are all agape-like. 
It appears as if they’re looking for something, like they lost their keys. And the waves are rolling 
in hard behind them so a nice salty spray is running upwards in white foamy pews and black 
crabs are scattering every which way, like obsidian-armored spiders from another dimension. 
Glen, Jamal, and Shark—they’re coming over these rocks and there’s got to be like 150 or 170 
tourists further inland, with a perfect view of these crab-infested rocks, and they’re lounging in 
the natural pools in this part of town that are like the Seven Great Wonders of Maui or 
Something. Did I mention this was happening in Maui? 

Well, it could’ve happened anywhere with fucking rocks so just use your imagination. 



“My-head’s-a-fucking-melting,” Jamal said, like it was all one word. “And I see these guys with 
their mouth’s flapping over their in those pools, right? But the sound is goddamn out of sync.” 

“That’s normal,” Shark said. He was shivering and almost crawling on the rocks, finding his legs to 
be like short thin tubes filled with petroleum jelly. “It’s probably something ta do with that power-
set kickin' in.” The rocks were slippery. 

Panic ensued. And can you blame them? Just you imagine you’re some 50 year old lady with 
varicose veins and a fucking visor that says “Maui Wowee” written in green sparkly letters across 
it and you see a weasel-cum-neo-nazi mutant flanked by a giant mustachioed Mexican mutant 
and a long-limbed black mutant coming out of the water with very bible-epic-type waves crashing 
behind them and satanic armored bugs just clearing a path like nobody’s business. Imagine that 
and what’s your reaction gonna be? What’s it have to be? Not like you got a choice in the matter 
when one hundred and fifty other similarly minded middleclassmen are screaming bloody 
murder. You’re screaming too, right? And those blue lightning bolt veins in your legs are bulging 
as you slip and slide out of the pools that everyone thought were so lovely and wonderful just 
mere moments ago and “Isn’t the natural beauty of this place so goddamn, powerful, son? Don’t 
you feel that empty spot in your heart filled with the cool waters and majestic topography of this 
place?” and now these pools are a fucking death trap as these mutants are coming for your guts. 

Naturally, they scatter. The place empties out in five minutes flat save for one ridiculously old 
grandfather of fifteen who dies right on the spot at the sight of these cannibal rapists from the 
bottom of the ocean. His wife doesn’t even think twice about leaving his sorry ass behind as she 
high tails it for the hills. 

Then the sun arched upward; it was almost noon.  

First, the mutants tried eating some of the crabs. Jamal picked one up and stuffed it whole into his 
mouth and started crunching. The crab resisted most of the way down and by the time Jamal had 
the water-spider all swallowed up good, his blue tongue was slashed with wounds and oozing 
with congealed blood. Then Glen had the good sense to start smashing the bigger ones with 
rocks, under the assumption that the big crawlers had the most meat. But it turned out the crabs 
didn’t really have any meat, just pale colored fluids that the boys drank from their carcasses.  

Then Shark went up a nearby cliff, ascending it faster than any regular human could, his hands 
and feet preternaturally seeking out and digging into the various nooks and crannies up the grey 
rock, making a sound like CH-CH-CH all the while. He came back thirty minutes later with a 
large pineapple. Since the mutants didn’t have anything in the way of utensils and the rocks 
weren’t any good in getting the fruit open, Jamal just bit into the barbed thing and tore a chunk 
out of it out, swallowed it spines and all.  

“You gon’ shit out some major spikes,” said Shark. “Ha.” 

“Ha, he, ho!” said Jamal.  



“A right horny black bastard you are!” said Shark. “I mean it sincerely,” he said soberly.  

They were still hungry so they ate the grandpa floating tits up in the nearby pool. He tasted 
something awful to the mutants, like horse meat and cayenne.  



2: Before. When Shark met R’ Donda. 

R’ Donda Valkyrie was a New York witch. You could ask anyone in Queens, most parts of 
Brooklyn, and all of Eastern Harlem, and they wouldn’t tell you nothing different. Woman was a 
witch. Full of vile old magiks from an older time before man even stepped onto the scene.  

For a reasonable fee she could disappear your cheating husband (temporarily or permanent-like, 
but permanent-like costs extra), facilitate literal bottomless mimosas at brunch (but only in 
Murray Hill, which she called “Murray Hell”), or produce liquid opium from the quivering lips of 
her vulva (a miracle if there ever was one). 

There was a bar in East Williamsburg she liked to frequent called the Rusty Nail. Only problem 
was there was no such thing as East Williamsburg, since East Williamsburg is, in reality, only a 
designation cooked up by the New York City Real Estate Illuminati to make North Bushwick 
seem more appealing for the next generation of gentrifiers. But this disparity between the reality 
of the place and its name only worked to R’ Donda’s advantage. See, a witch like R’ Donda draws 
power from dissonance. And due to a rather precise, yet accidental bit of architectural planning, 
the Rusty Nail was the exact nexus for this kind of magik. Drinking there didn’t just get her 
shitfaced, it got her juiced up. 

So, maybe it’s cuz the place has an energy to it that a guy like Shark walks into it one night. Maybe 
it’s cuz he’s stone cold drunk and that was just the next place he stumbled into. Either way, there 
are no coincidences in R’ Donda’s line of work, so when this snaggletoothed cretin limped into 
the Rusty Nail and offered to buy her a drink, she didn’t hesitate to say yes.  

The two of them got to drinking. It was Subway Cocktails they were imbibing (and if you don’t 
know what those are it’s probably for the best). Then they got to talking. Then they got to 
smooching. Then they got to leaving. 

Then they got to fucking.   

*** 

"What had you in the Rusty Nail tonight," she said. "Shit, you know you stick out, right?" 

He snagged one of her unfiltered cigarettes from the box on her nightstand, lit it, and coughed 
hard. Her apartment was down the street from the bar and it was big and filled with all sorts of 
items Shark couldn’t figure out the utility of nor their origin on account of him having a 
significant amount of shit for brains. 

“Well, goddamn, I was looking for you, Missy,” Shark said. “Did you enjoy our little romp? I've 
never really met a woman who liked to do it like that.” 

She took the cigarette from his mouth and dragged on it till it was halfway done. Smoke poured 
down from her nostrils like liquid and for a moment Shark felt like he was in bed with a large-
breasted dragon.  



“Well we don't get too many rednecks this side of town” she said. “I felt the need to 
get...experimental.” 

Shark gave R’ Donda’s nipple a playful twist. She giggled and grabbed his crotch. 

“You were lookin’ for me? Why?” 

"I'm in need of a particular brand of magik," Shark said. "Your brand." 

"What makes you think I know any magik?" She smashed the cigarette into an ashtray on her 
bedside table. "You see any fuckin' rabbits or lovely assistants around here?"  

"No. Not like that." Shark ran the back of his hand across R'Donda's arm. There was a name in 
black ink etched across her dark skin, struck through with a hastily drawn line, like someone 
crossing out an answer to a test question: Ranley. "You think I'm mentally challeneged, answering 
like that. Everyone knows you're a witch. A damn good one. That's how I found you, sweet thing." 

"I guess there's no point bullshitting." She climbed out of bed. She was a big girl. 

"You can bullshit all you want. You got a nice throaty voice. Like a phone sex operator." 

"But..." 

Shark smiled a crooked smile. 

"But I ain't leaving till you help me out." 



3: The ceremony. Followed by complications. 

There had been trouble at the airport. 

Take three maladjusted men with various chemical dependencies, violence in their blood, and the 
mysterious parameters of their mission swimming in their skulls and place them inside a 747. It's 
vinegar and baking soda in a cocktail shaker. 

Jamal played grab-ass with the flight attendants; Shark was caught disabling the smoke detector in 
the bathroom; and Glen almost punched a baby in the head. The pilots threatened to make 
emergency landings in two different states.  

The cops were waiting.  

"Fucking fascist piggies," Shark screamed. "Oink, oink! Oink, oink!" 

Days earlier, R'Donda had performed a limited-range clarivoyancy spell and was prepared for this 
setback, which she called an "eventuality." She had the bail money ready. 

*** 

She drove them to the motel in a busted blue pickup. 

The island-man at the desk called the room a suite, but it was really just something slightly nicer 
and larger than a shit-sty. 

"This is a kingdom fit for a peasant!" said Shark. Jamal and Glen were shirtless, sumo-wrestling 
one another in the living room.  

"It's all you get on the poor-as-shit payment plan," R'Donda said. "We agreed on twenty plus 
expenses." 

"And I said fifteen and a good cocking." Shark looked around the room. "Besides, once you fry us 
up proper, we'll do a job and I'll get you the five, plus another grand for your trouble." 

"Hawaii. Maui! Goddamn, the big time!" he said. 

R'Donda made her way to the bedroom, unzipping her pink velour top as she did. "There's a bar 
down the street. It don't have a name. But you and those two fucktards are probably going to want 
to get drunk before we do this.” She disappeared inside the room. “After we're done in here." 
Shark was hard.  

Shark was ready. 

*** 



Getting the suits that late at night would’ve been an issue, so R’Donda broke into a men’s store 
with a baseball bat and pulled three suits off the racks, estimating the boys’ sizes to the best of her 
abilities. She took three bolo ties on her way out. 

By the time she got back Shark, Glen, and Jamal were already shit housed but amiable. They got in 
their suits with little need of assistance or convincing. Then R’Donda took to magikally altering 
the suits, taking them all in to near-perfect fits. She produced a unopened bottle of bourbon from 
the bedroom and said “all right, let’s do this shit and get on with our lives.” 

“Yee-haw!” Shark said as he and the boys piled into the bed of the blue pickup so they could drink 
and smoke and look at the stars while R’Donda drove the three hours it would take to get to 
Hana. “We’re gonna be some motherlovin’ super-mutants by sunrise!” 

So R’Donda drove and the boys drank. And they made good time. 

They were out of the car before R’Donda finished parking at the Visitor’s Center. 

“Follow me,” she said, taking off at a brisk pace along a dirt road into the woods. The breeze was 
warm and fragrant and the ocean reflected the light of the moon. It almost wasn’t dark out at all. 

The boys followed, single file, for 15 or so minutes before they reached the pools. R’Donda stood 
at the edge of the nearest one, her head cocked to the side, sizing everything up, maybe feeling 
where the magiks were at the strongest. Every now and then she would tilt her head toward 
another pool and wait. For what, Shark and the boys did not know. 

Eventually, she turned around and said, “Okay, you creeps. This is some serious Polynesian mojo. 
I am about to fuck your shit up like you've never seen before. Just pay attention and do what I say 
exactly. That way no one gets any more hurt than they've got to.” 

She guided each of them, by hand, to separate pools and had them slowly lower themselves into 
the black water. 

“Freezing,” Shark said.  

“Won’t be that way for long.” 

She snapped her fingers then. And it was the last sound Shark and the boys heard for a good, long 
while. 

In unison, each of them sunk to the bottom of their respective pools like hunks of dense metal. 
There was no fighting it. They couldn’t move. Complete loss of motor function. Following that, 
they all drowned and died. It was painful. 

Shark was the smartest of the trio, but not by much, and he certainly wasn’t no genius. Smart 
enough to grift and rob and pull the kind of jobs he was good at pulling. But not smart enough to 
understand what was happening to him now. See, Shark knew he was dead. He was fully aware of 



his own heart, inert inside his chest. He could feel the unmoving blood in his veins cool quickly, 
matching the temperature of the frigid waters. But what he couldn’t figure was why he could see 
Glen and Jamal in their pools and why he could hear R’Donda chanting and smacking her thighs 
and howling like an animal at the moon. He didn’t think it was possible to sink any further down 
than he had, but sink he did. And the boys with him — he could see it all. He sank for a long time. 
And then sunk some more. 

They all landed with a thud in a large cavern. There was no more water and the sound of R’Donda 
had faded to a whisper. In the center of the cavern was a fat brown man. He looked like any 
number of obese Hawaiians. He wore glasses and a XXL short sleeved button down. 

"What are you guys doing down here?" he asked. 

"The fuck are you?" said Shark. Jamal was tying Glen's shoelaces together while Glen was staring 
up at the ceiling of the cavern, oblivious to the brown man. 

"Ranley," he said. "Junior logistical manager." 

"What?" 

"R'Donda send you? That fucking two-faced whore. Can't escape her." 

"You know her?" 

Glen tripped over his laces. Jamal laughed. 

"Know her?" said the brown man. "Do flies circle shit?" His glasses slid down the bridge of his 
nose. He pushed them back into place. "Of course I know her. She's my ex-wife." 

"Jamal! Will you quit flappin' your gums for two goddamn seconds!" Shark said over his shoulder. 
"She's your wife? Well, why the hell she send us down here?" 

"Ex-wife," he said. "And I know why. I owe her one, that's why. You boys looking for some after-
market modifications? That's what I do here. Until I get promoted." 

"I guess you could put it that way," Shark said. "Can you make these two dumbasses smarter?" 

"Smarter?" he said, taking a few careful steps over the uneven floor toward Shark. "No, probably 
not much you can do for that. I'm really just authorized to dole out the usual physical 
enhancements. Speed, strength, minor invulnerability, and so forth." 

Shark sighed. "Are we dead?" 

"Yes." 

"Okay then, what's next?" 



A clipboard appeared in the man's hand. "Paperwork. Then I'll send you back up. It'll be morning 
before the power-sets kick in." 



4. So they robbed a bank. And this is where it ends. 

After they ate the grandpa, their skin changed to a more reasonable  tone (re: live tissue) and they 
were up and running in a major way. 

R'Donda had waited for them in the parking lot with the car running, like she knew they were 
coming. She drove them to the first bank they could find. Glen crushed a teller's head between his 
hands while Jamal ripped the doors off a six-foot tall safe. They made out with much more money 
than they owed the witch. 

Back at the hotel, Glen and Jamal turned on the teevee and sat motionless on the couch in front of 
it. Shark took R'Donda by the hand and lead her into the bedroom, where he proceeded to ravage 
her for a straight three minutes. They they just stayed in bed for a long time, not saying nothing, 
smoking occasionally.  

Then the sun set. Shark could hear Glen and Jamal making a ruckus in the other room. 

"What you gonna' do now?" Shark said. 

"New York," R'Donda said. "I'm going back. You?" 

"I'll get into some shit over here," he said. "Can you get to Australia from Maui?" 

"Yeah. I think so," she said. "Ranley really fucked you guys up. You're blue, you know that?" 

"Kinda like it. Gives me a bit of character I never had before." 

And then R'Donda smoked Shark's last cigarette, performed oral sex on him, the likes of which 
Shark had never experienced, got dressed, and left. 

After another long while Shark banged his fist on the wall behind his head. 

"Mu-tants! I'm feelin' a change o' accommodations is in order!" 

And then they left too. 

*** 

The mutants came in over the rocks. They came in over the hills and the roads and the trees and a 
lot more places after that. Became a sort of folk tale the island boys and girls got to talking about 
at backyard BBQs and bars and all the places you might go and talk about such things. 

Then one day the people stopped talking. 

end.


